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Bathrooms 

 
 

Your complete bathroom renovation doesn't need to be a complex undertaking. 

TR Building Solutions recommend you follow these five simple steps that we discuss in detail 
below. 

 

1. Consider how will the bathroom be used. 
2. Decide on a style. 
3. Decide on a layout. 
4. Decide on a budget. 
5. Speak to an expert. 
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To make purchasing your bathroom fixtures and fittings easier we have put together a base 
package that you can simply buy or customise. Contact us for your free copy by contacting 
us via this website or phone us on 02 8324 7517, you can also request to speak to one of our 
licenced builders who will provide you with ideas and advise on your individual design, style 
and budget as no two bathrooms are identical.  

 

Consider how will the bathroom be used. 

 

A major consideration in planning your bathroom renovation will be who will use your 
bathroom. Are you a young family? Is it a family bathroom? One used by guest and family or 
is it an ensuite for personal use. These factors will all influence how you design your 
bathroom, for instance your decision of the practicality of a bathtub and separate shower. 
Do you need nooks to create space, for better aesthetics or just a foot rest in the shower? 

 

Decide on a style 

 

Planning is key. After deciding on who will predominantly be using your bathroom you will 
want to imagine your space and investigate trends to see what is available and suits your 
tastes. Do you want a modern or contemporary style, a minimalist approach or is a more 
traditional bathroom, our advise is white never goes out of style and you can dramatically 
change the appearance of any room by changing the towels. 

 

Decide on a layout. 

 

Changing the location of plumbing will alter your costs considerably. Do you really need to 
change the layout? If the answer is yes then that will allow you to create the layout you 
require. Often families like to have a double shower but almost always a bath in a single 
bathroom dwelling even when their new unit doesn’t have one. We recombined talking to 
building professionals like TR Building Solutions on what is possible then playing around 
with the layout to give you the style you like and the functionality you require and that may 
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be achieved by placing a shower over a bath. Remember nothing is impossible and now is 
the time to re-locate a window, shower or add a skylight or even add a laundry. 

 

Decide on a budget 

 

Prior to engaging a professional to assist appreciate that bathrooms including fittings start 
at around $18,000.00 and only go up from there, any bathroom costing less then this most 
likely will have corners cut for instance tiling over existing floor and walls compromising 
waterproofing.  

If there any existing water or structural damage this can add to your overall costs. 

You will begin to appreciate costs after selecting tiles and fixtures along with using our free 
guide. 

 

Speak to an expert 

 

Its now time to have a builder complete a site visit, they will give you further ideas and 
advise along with any potential issues based on their experience and will be able to give you 
a firm price generally within 48 hours. In addition to this ensure they are licenced, have 
eligibility for Home Building Compensation insurance required for all bathrooms over 
$20,000.00. Ensure they also hold all other relevant insurances and they will be able to issue 
you a program of works based on lead times for any items you require. 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read the above and please feel free to contact us by 
contacting us via this website  or contacting us on 02 8324 7517 
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Disclaimer: 

The information above has been sourced from both Australian Standards and The Building 
Code of Australia along with other publications, the information above may not be complete 
however is up to date at the time of publishing however TR Building Solutions recommend 
engaging a professional who deals with pools, at this stage TR Building Solutions do not 
offer this service but provide the contact details of relevant persons. This is general 
information only and we recommend you contact TR Building Solutions or your local 
building professional such as a Structural Engineer prior to relying on any advice above. A 
free copy of the current Building Code of Australia can be found by clicking this link and 
registering. 

https://www.abcb.gov.au/
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